FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
I already have an electrician working on my house. Can you still help me?

Definitely. Our electrical background enables us to work well with your electrician.

By consulting with us, we can make sure that your house is optimized for the audio,
video, security and other smart homes solutions you may want now or in the

future. Whether it is simply properly laying out the placement of your televisions
or designing the schematics for a robust pre-wire that will make your home
‘smart-home ready’, we are uniquely qualified to prepare your home.

I’ve missed the Rough-In stage, but still want smart options. Is it too late?

While running wires is optimal, with the proper wireless infrastructure in place,
there are good wireless solutions available.

I am not building new, nor renovating. Are smart options still available to me?
Yes. There are many good smart home solutions designed to work with

existing homes. We can look at the wiring in your house and recommend
the best solutions for you.

I am only interested in one or two smart services offered, can you still help me?
We are always here to help. Whether you require a full-fledged smart home
solution for a large house, are looking to upgrade your audio experience,

or simply need help with a single device, let us help find the best solution for you.
I am not going for a fully integrated home. Why not just go with
a Do-It-Yourself solution?

Yes, there are now many excellent “do-it-yourself” products available.

Many of these direct-to-consumer solutions can be purchased directly from

the big box stores and, if you are technically oriented and have lots of spare time,
“doing it yourself” is an option. That said, these products can be tricky to

setup and when devices aren’t installed properly they do not perform well.

For a marginal additional cost, our home-tech experts can help you find the ideal
“do-it-yourself” solution for your space and set it up, ensuring it works properly
and to its maximum potential. Ultimately, this saves you time and frustration.

What security/privacy measures are in place to protect my home from hackers?
Protecting your privacy can be as simple as properly setting up your network,
using good passwords and changing default login information. For additional
security and peace of mind we can install the affordably priced CUJO
Internet Security Firewall.

